
Seed Beaded
Slider Bracelets



Design 1 - Date Night

John Bead Miyuki Delica Seed Beads, Size 11/0

Opaque Black SKU 10570165

Silver Lined Grey Mist SKU 10627199

Black Gem Slider Charm SKU 10600106

Design 2 - Coffee with the Gals

John Bead Miyuki Delica Seed Beads, Size 11/0

Cranberry Red SKU 10627203

Galvanized Silver SKU 10570157

Donut & Coffee Slider Charms SKU 10600194

Design 3 - Valentine Hearts on Silver

John Bead Miyuki Delica Seed Beads, Size 11/0

Sliver Lined Grey Mist SKU 10627199

Emerald AB Silk SKU 10627208

Gray, Orange & Pink Glitter Heart Slider Charms 

SKU 10634843 

Design 4 - Pink Valentine Cutie

John Bead Czech Glass Seed Beads Size 11/0

Transparent Fuchsia Silver Lined SKU 10627224

Transparent Gold Silver Lined SKU 10627236

Pink & Gold Round Stone Slider Charms SKU 10600109



Materials used on all designs

Metallic Heart Charms 

Rhodium SKU 10631225

Gold SKU 10631226

Assorted Findings Variety Pack SKU 10186866

Fireline Beading Thread, 4lb, Smoke SKU 10627280

Size #12 Hard Beading Needle SKU 10348545

(okay to use Size #10 Beading Needle)

Precision Scissors SKU 10591717

Beading Mat SKU 10348546

Chain Nose and Bent Nose Pliers SKU 10121794 and 10121795

Skill Level - Beginner

Time to Complete - 1 hour



Create these fun, slider bracelets in a flash! Two drop, even count

peyote technique is used to create each band. The finished edge is

added using brick stitch technique to hold the slider charms in

position on the band.

Legend for Designs 1, 2, and 3

D11A - Size 11/0 Delica Seed Bead in your design's main color

D11B - Size 11/0 Delica Seed Bead in your design's accent color

Slider Bead - Various

Design 4 is an option to use Size 11/0 round Czech: S11A and S11B

Step 1 - Design 1, 2, and 3

Cut 50"[127 cm] of thread and thread a Size #12 Hard Beading Needle.

It is okay to use a Size #10 beading needle. Fold over the thread to a

comfortable working length. 

Leaving a 15" [38 cm] tail, pick up (4) D11A. Pick up (2) D11A and go

through the first (2) D11A. [Turn, pick up (2) D11A, go through the last

(2) D11A added] to desired bracelet length. 



Step 1 - Design 4

Cut 50"[127 cm] of thread and thread a Size #12 Hard Beading Needle.

Fold over the thread to a comfortable working length.

Leaving a 15" [38 cm] tail, pick up (4) S11A. Pick up (2) S11A and go

through the first (2) S11A. [Turn, pick up (2) S11A, go through the last

(2) S11A added] until you reach the length at which you will place your

first charm. Slide the charm over the last two S11A. Pick up (2) S11A

and turn to go through the last (2) S11A, making sure to stay beneath

the slider bar. Build the next few stitches, then repeat this step to add

the next slider charm (or go through the next bar of a large slider).

Continue building the rest of the bracelet to desired length.

Step 2 - All Designs 

Pick up (6) D11A (S11A for design 4). Go through the last (4) D11A added

in step 1. Go through all the beads again twice to reinforce.

Step 3 - All Designs

Pick up (2) D11B (S11B and A for design 4). Needle under the second

thread bridge above the D11A then come back up through the last D11B

added. If desired, go back through the first D11B and under the thread

bridge below it to correct any sway in the D11B beads. Repeat to exit

the second D11B.



Step 4 - Designs 1, 2, and 3

Slide the slider charms onto the band. Position them to get an idea of

where you will secure them in position. Brick stitch to the point of the

first slider bar. Weave back down through the previous D11B and

through the work to exit from the D11A on the other side of the slider's

bar. Restart brick stitch.

Tip: If you're adding a large slider with multiple bars, between which

beads will fit, go ahead and brick stitch in between them. Otherwise,

brick stitch to the spot where your next slider will sit and repeat this

step.

Step 4- Design 4

Working a version of design 4 with S11B beads, brick stitch up to the

first slider bar. When you reach it, weave as shown in the above

diagram to exit on the other side of the bar. Begin brick stitch again on

the other side. Repeat this as needed to create the row of brick stitch

around the bars.

Step 5 - All Designs

Complete the row of brick stitch to the end of the bracelet. Refer to

Step 2 to create the second beaded loop at the end. Use jump rings to

attach clasp and charms to each loop.


